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� INTRODUCTION

A genetic algorithm �GA� is a general� iterative search
technique based on the concepts and mechanisms of nat�
ural evolution� GAs are especially well known for their
ability to search a large problem domain in a relatively
short period of time and �nd fairly good solutions� Dy�
namical systems are processes in motion or processes
which change over time� Examples of dynamical sys�
tems can be found everywhere� They range from very
simple to extremely complex systems� The motivation
for studying dynamical systems is to be able to pre�
dict the future direction or state of such systems over
time or space� However� under some circumstances even
simple dynamical systems exhibit unpredictable� almost
random behavior� Such behavior is called chaos� The
logistic equation is the canonical example of a chaotic
dynamical system� It is a simple model used to predict
future populations of an organism over time�

This paper investigates the application of a genetic
algorithm to a chaotic dynamical system� the logis�
tic equation� The organization of the paper is as fol�
lows� Section � provides an introduction to genetic algo�
rithms� Section � provides an introduction to dynamical
systems including basic de�nitions� The logistic equa�
tion is introduced as an example of a chaotic dynamical
system� Section 	 explores the application of a genetic
algorithm to the logistic equation� Finally� Section 

provides a summary and �nal conclusions�
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� GENETIC ALGORITHMS

A genetic algorithm is an iterative procedure which bor�
rows the ideas of natural selection and �survival of the
�ttest� from natural evolution� By simulating natural
evolution� in this way� a GA can easily solve complex
problems� Furthermore� by emulating biological selec�
tion and reproduction techniques� a GA can eectively
search the problem domain in a general� representation�
independent manner�

The genetic algorithmmaintains a population or pool
of candidate solutions for a given objective function�
The candidate solutions represent an encoding of the
problem into a form that is analogous to the chromo�
somes of biological systems� Each chromosome is made
up of a string of genes �whose values are called alleles��
The chromosome is typically represented in the GA as
a string of bits� However� integers and �oating point
numbers can easily be used� Associated with each chro�
mosome is a �tness value� which is found by evaluating
the chromosome with the objective function� It is the
�tness of a chromosome which determines its ability to
survive and produce ospring�

Once an initial pool has been generated and all of its
members have been evaluated� the genetic algorithm be�
gins its emulation of the life cycle� The pool size remains
constant throughout the GA� At each step in the iter�
ation� chromosomes are probabilistically selected from
the population for reproduction according to the prin�
ciple of the �survival of the �ttest�� Ospring are gen�
erated through a process called crossover� which can be
augmented by mutation� The ospring are then placed
back in the pool� perhaps replacing other members of
the pool� This process can be modeled using either a
�generational� �
� �� or a �steady�state� ��� genetic algo�



rithm� The generational GA saves ospring in a tem�
porary location until the end of a generation� At that
time the ospring replace the entire current population�
Conversely� the steady�state GA immediately places o�
spring back into the current population�

procedure GA

begin

t � ��
initialize Pt�
evaluate structures in Pt��
while termination condition not satis�ed do

begin

t � t � ��
Pt� � select from Pt���
alter structures in Pt��
evaluate structures in Pt��

end

end�

Figure �� Genetic algorithm

Figure � illustrates a genetic algorithm� At time zero
�t � ��� the population �P �t�� is initialized and evalu�
ated� While the termination condition is not satis�ed� a
portion of the population is selected� somehow altered�
evaluated� and placed back into the population�
The genetic algorithm relys on genetic operators for

selection� crossover� mutation� and replacement� The
selection operators use the �tness values to select a por�
tion of the population to be parents for the next gen�
eration� Parents are combined using the crossover and
mutation operators to produce ospring� This process
combines the �ttest chromosomes and passes superior
genes to the next generation� thus providing new points
in the solution space� The replacement operators en�
sure that the �least �t� or weakest chromosomes of the
population are displaced by more �t chromosomes�
While the fundamental concepts of genetic algorithms

are fairly simple and straightforward� there are numer�
ous implementation variations and options to incorpo�
rate into a genetic algorithm� For example� there are nu�
merous ways to parametrize a model and encode it into a
�nite length chromosome� There are numerous selection
techniques for determining chromosomes for crossover�
There are literally dozens of possible crossover opera�
tors that have been developed in recent years depending
on the problem type and chromosome encoding scheme�
There are also several techniques for introducing some
random changes to a chromosome �i�e�� mutation��

� CHAOTIC DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

Dynamics is a branch of mathematics which attempts

to understand dynamical systems� that is� processes in
motion or processes which change over time� Such pro�
cesses are found in all branches of science� For exam�
ple� the motion of a simple pendulum and the reac�
tions between various chemicals are dynamical systems�
Other examples include the motion of celestial bodies�
ups and downs of the stock market� and weather condi�
tions throughout the world�
The motivation for studying a dynamical system is

in predicting the future behavior of the system� Some
systems� such as the motion of a simple pendulum and
the reactions between various chemicals� are easily pre�
dicted� Others� such as the direction of the stock mar�
ket and weather forecasting� seem impossible to predict�
For many problems� the di�culty in predicting the be�
havior can be attributed to the complexity of the prob�
lem� However� recently researchers have noted that even
simple systems can exhibit unpredictable behavior� or
chaos� Such unpredictable systems are chaotic dynam�
ical systems� Researchers study simple chaotic systems
hoping it will lead to a better understanding of more
complex and unpredictable problems such as predicting
the direction of the stock market and weather forecast�
ing�
Only basic concepts of chaotic dynamical systems are

discussed below� Devaney ��� and Gleick �	� are excellent
sources for a more thorough investigation into dynami�
cal systems and chaos� Devaney ��� is an excellent source
for researchers with an in�depth knowledge of calculus�

De�nitions

The basic operation of dynamical systems is iteration�
Iteration is the repetition of a process� Iteration be�
gins with some initial seed or input and proceeds with
the output of one application of the process as the in�
put to the next application of the process� While iter�
ation may be applied to just about any process� in dy�
namics it is usually applied to a mathematical function�
For example� consider the positive square root function�
F �x� �

p
x� and the initial input x� � �
�� Iteration

yields the following�

p
�
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For convenience� F i�x� is de�ned as the ith application
of F �x�� Thus�

F ���
�� � ��
F ���
�� � 	
F ���
�� � �

���

The list of successive iterates of a point is called the
orbit of that point� The orbit analysis of F �x� �

p
x

reveals for any positive x��

lim
n��

Fn�x�� � ��

Since F �x� eventually reaches � for any positive x� and
remains �xed at � thereafter� � is a �xed point of F �x��
Not all functions are as simple as the square root

function� For example� consider the square function�
S�x� � x�� S�x� has a �xed point at �� however� it also
has orbits which tend to � and ��

lim
n��

Sn�x�� �

��
�

� if � � x� � �
� if x� � �
� if x� � �

In the case of the square root function� � is an attracting
�xed point of F �x�� For the square function� � is a
repelling �xed point of S�x�� Clearly� it is easier to �nd
an attracting �xed point than it is to �nd a repelling
�xed point�
Another type of orbit is the periodic orbit� or cycle�

A periodic orbit eventually returns to where it began�
That is� the orbit of x� is periodic if there exists an
integer n such that Fn�x�� � x�� In this case� x� is
a periodic point of period n� The smallest such n is
the prime period of the orbit� For example� consider
the reciprocal function� R�x� � ��x� Both � and ��
are �xed points of R�x�� Any other initial point x�
generates a cycle of period �� oscillating between x� and
��x��

The Logistic Equation

Biologists often use mathematical models to accurately
predict the growth or decline of populations of organ�
isms in future generations or years� These models are
often dynamical systems� One of the simplest of these
dynamical systems is the logistic equation�
The logistic equation models an idealized population

of organisms in a controlled environment free from ex�
ternal in�uence� The only variable is the percentage of
some limiting population that is alive during each gen�
eration� The limiting population� denoted by L� is the

absolute maximum population size possible� The per�
centage of L alive at generation n is denoted by Pn�
For example� if Pn � �
� then the population is exactly
L�� at generation n� Clearly� � � Pn � �� The logistic
equation is

Pn�� � cPn��� Pn�

where c is a constant determined by the amount of food
available� temperature� etc� Given an initial population
P�� constant c� and the logistic equation� future pop�
ulations can be determined� Note this is simply the
iteration of the function F �x� � cx��� x�� Also� for a
given P�� Pn � Fn�P���
Orbit analysis of the logistic function for typical x�

yields interesting results�

c � � all orbits tend to �
c � ��
 all orbits tend to �

�

c � � all orbits tend to �

�

c � � all orbits tend to �

�

c � ��� all orbits approach a period � cycle
c � ��
 all orbits approach a period 	 cycle
c � ��

 all orbits approach a period � cycle
c � ���� all orbits approach a period � cycle
c � 	 all orbits are chaotic

Note the above results are for typical x�� There exist
some x� which do not obey the above results�

� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The purpose of this research is to explore the behavior
of a genetic algorithm on a chaotic dynamical system�
The logistic equation is the canonical example used to
illustrate chaotic dynamical systems� Consequently� it
is a logical choice for our research�
We used the genetic algorithm package� LibGA ���� to

implement a genetic algorithm for the logistic equation�
The chromosome was composed of a single double pre�
cision �oating point value� A pool of such chromosomes
was generated at random with a pool size of ���� The
allele values were limited to the range ������� Thus� the
pool represents a random set of x� to seed the logis�
tic equation� Recall the functional form of the logistic
equation is as follows�

F �x� � cx��� x��

Our genetic algorithm used a generational model with
crossover and mutation disabled� Only reproduction
was used� No elitism was used� The goal of the GA
was to �nd an x� to maximize the objective function�
That is� to �nd an x� which results in the largest value
in the �nal population� Fn�x��� Ideally� the GA should
converge to ��



Our implementationof the objective function had sev�
eral variants� We used c values in the logistic equation
which were both chaotic �c � 	� and non chaotic �c � ���
The �tness of the chromosome was based on a number�
n� of iterations of the logistic function� The number
of iterations was computed both �xed at n � 
� and
random such that �� � n � ���� The logistic equa�
tion itself was applied using both static and dynamic
methods� The static method computed the �tness by
iterating the logistic equation n times� The dynamic
method computed the �tness by iterating the logistic
equation only once� The resulting value is then placed
back into the chromosome� Thus� the dynamic method
forces the GA to optimize a truly dynamic system� The
static method was run with the �xed and random com�
putation of n� The methods we ran are listed below�

� Static�Fixed� The iteration number is �xed� n �

�� The value of 
� was chosen arbitrarily� For
a given x�� the �tness returned by the objective
function is

�tness�x��� F ���x���

Thus� the GA will maximize the 
�th orbital of x��

� Static�Random� In this case the iteration num�
ber is computed at random� �� � n � ���� Each
time a given x� is evaluated� the objective function
will give a dierent result� based on

�tness�x��� Fn�x�� � xn� n � ����������

Thus� the GA will maximize the average of the �rst
��� orbital values of x��

� Dynamic� The objective function computes a sin�
gle iteration

�tness�x��� F �x��

and then sets the chromosome equal to the �tness�
that is�

x� � F �x���

Thus� the �tness is computed dynamically so that
at generation n the �tness is Fn�x���

Table � summarizes the results of the static��xed
method� �Historical Best� refers to the best chromosome
ever encountered during the running of the GA� �Final
Best� refers to the best chromosome found in the �nal
pool� �Seed� refers to the seed for the random num�
ber generator� The seed values were selected at ran�
dom� The �� Gen� refers to the number of generations
required to converge� In our case� convergence means

that the entire population has the same �tness value�
For c � � �non chaotic system� Table � shows that for
all seeds the GA converged to ��
 in the �rst generation�
This indicates that by the �xed orbital �n � 
�� all of
the values in the initial pool are ��
� This is re�ected by
the seemingly random set of values for the historical and
�nal best chromosomes� For c � 	 �chaotic system� Ta�
ble � shows quite dierent results� The dierent seeds
required dierent numbers of generations to converge�
In both the historical best and the �nal best� the values
have converged nearly to the optimum� �� The average
of the historical best �tnesses is �����
�
� The average
of the �nal best �tnesses is ��������� Note the aver�
age �tness values in the table refer only to the chaotic
results�

Table � summarizes the results of the static�random
method� As in the case of the static��xed method� the
non chaotic system converged to ��
 in the �rst gener�
ation for all seeds� The chaotic system had more inter�
esting results� Since the �tness for any x� depends on
a randomly chosen n� the �tness may change from one
generation to the next� Any given x� may be a top per�
former in one generation� but have a much lower �tness
in another generation� Because of this unpredictability�
the GA never converged� This was expected� The val�
ues in the table were obtained by limiting the GA to 
��
generations� Despite the chaos� the GA was still able to
produce excellent results� The average historical best
was �������� and the average �nal best was ������
��
These results are even better than for the static��xed
method� which was a pleasant surprise�

Table � summarizes the results of the dynamic
method� The dynamic nature of the �tness function
allowed the non chaotic system to iterate for a few gen�
erations before converging� As expected� this model
converged to ��
 for all seeds� In the static methods�
the distribution of the values for the historical and ��
nal best chromosomes was virtually random� In the dy�
namic method� the values for the �nal best are similarly
distributed� However� for the historical best� the values
seem to be clustered around ��
� These values are mem�
bers of the initial pool which converged to the optimum
���
� in the least number of iterations� That is� their
orbits are very short� This is an interesting result� The
�nal pool values show that by the time the GA con�
verged� short orbits became less of an advantage� The
chaotic system also had interesting results� This time�
the GA was able to converge quite rapidly� The av�
erage historical best was nearly optimal at �������	�
Curiously� the average �nal best was a dismal ����
			�
This means that at one time the GA found a good per�
former in the historical best� but the GA was a failure



at predicting future high performers�

Table 	 shows the orbit averages for each of the three
methods for the chaotic model with seed of �� �His�
torical� refers to the average of the orbits using the
historical best� �Final� refers to the average of the or�
bits using the �nal best� For the static��xed method�
the historical best had a slightly better average than
the �nal best� Most likely� the �tness of the historical
best was not large enough in proportion to the other
�tnesses to ensure its survival to the �nal population�
Nonetheless� the GA was very successful in maintain�
ing high �tnesses using the static��xed method� For
the static�random method� the �nal best had a much
better average than the historical best� The historical
best had an orbit that at one generation was the best�
However� as time went on the chromosomes with higher
orbit averages tended to dominate the pool� Thus� the
GA was very successful in maintaining high �tnesses
with this method as well� In addition� the GA was ex�
tremely successful in adapting to the randomness of this
method� For the dynamic method� the �nal best also
had a much better average than the historical best� Re�
call� however� that the average �nal best �tness was a
dismal ����
			� While preserving chromosomes with
high average orbital �tness proved quite successful for
the GA with the static�random method� it proved to
be a failure with the dynamic method� The dynamic
method was able to fool the GA into promoting those
chromosomes with high initial orbit averages that failed
to maintain those averages over time�

� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have provided an introduction to ge�
netic algorithms� We also introduced dynamical sys�
tems� processes in motion or processes which change
over time� We introduced the logistic equation� a
chaotic dynamical system� Our goal was to explore
the behavior of a genetic algorithm on the logistic
equation� We implemented three dierent methods�
static��xed� static�random� and dynamic� Our re�
sults showed the GA performed well on the static��xed
and static�random methods� The GA was espe�
cially successful in adapting to the randomness of the
static�random method� Unfortunately� the GA had
poor results on the dynamic method� Future work will
include studying ways to improve the GAs performance
on the dynamic method and exploring whether the GA
itself may exhibit chaotic behavior under certain cir�
cumstances�
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